The image segmentation problem is to delineate, or segment, a salient feature in an image. As such, this is a bipartition problem with the goal of separating the foreground from the background. An NP-hard optimization problem, the Normalized Cut problem, is often used as a model for image segmentation. The common approach for solving the normalized cut problem is the spectral method which generates heuristic solutions based upon finding the Fiedler eigenvector. Recently, Hochbaum (IEEE Trans Pattern Anal Mach Intell 32(5):889-898, 2010) presented a new relaxation of the normalized cut problem, called normalized cut problem, which is solvable in polynomial time by a combinatorial algorithm. We compare this new algorithm with the spectral method and present experimental evidence that the combinatorial algorithm provides solutions which better approximate the optimal normalized cut solution. In addition, the subjective visual quality of the segmentations provided by the combinatorial algorithm greatly improves upon those provided by the spectral method. Our study establishes an interesting observation about the normalized cut criterion that the segmentation which provides the subjectively best visual bipartition rarely corresponds to the segmentation which minimizes the objective function value of the normalized cut problem. We conclude that modeling the image segmentation problem as normalized cut criterion might not be appropriate. Instead, normalized cut not only provides better visual segmentations but is also solvable in polynomial time. Therefore, normalized cut should be the preferred segmentation criterion for both complexity and good segmentation quality reasons.
method, called the threshold technique, is commonly used. For a given threshold value, all pixels that correspond to entries of the eigenvector that exceed this threshold are set in one side of the bipartition, and the remaining pixels constitute the complement set. For further improvement, the spectral sweep technique selects, among all possible thresholds, the one that gives a smallest objective value for the respective normalized cut objective. A different technique, utilized by Yu and Shi (2003) and Cour et al. (2011) , generates a bipartition from the Fiedler eigenvector which is claimed to give a superior approximation to the objective value of the respective normalized cut problem. This different method will be referred to as Shi's code in the remainder of the paper. Our experimental study implements both the spectral sweep technique and the Shi's code for the spectral method.
In this paper, we provide a detailed experimental study comparing the combinatorial algorithm to the spectral method, in terms of approximating the optimal value of both the normalized cut and the q-normalized cut criteria, quality of visual segmentation, and in terms of running times in practice.
To compare the approximation quality, we evaluate the objective functions of the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems for the solutions resulting from solving the normalized cut problem and the spectral method. These solutions are bipartitions, and hence feasible solutions for the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems.
To evaluate visual quality, we view the feature(s) that are delineated by the bipartition solutions. The evaluation is inevitably subjective. The manner in which we evaluate the visual quality is explained in detail in "Visual segmentation quality evaluation".
For running time comparisons, we test the methods not only for the benchmark images given in 160 × 160 resolution but also for higher image resolutions.
The main findings of the experimental study presented here are:
1. The combinatorial algorithm solution is a better approximation of the optimal objective value of the normalized cut problem than the solution provided by the spectral method. This dominance of the combinatorial algorithm holds for both the spectral sweep technique and the Shi's code's. This is discussed in "Quantitative evaluation for objective function values". 2. The discretizing technique used in Shi's code to generate a bipartition from the eigenvector is shown here to give results inferior to those of the spectral sweep technique, in terms of approximating the objective value of the respective normalized cut problem. This is displayed in "Comparing approximation quality of SWEEP and COMB". 3. The visual quality of the segmentation provided by the combinatorial algorithm is far superior to that of the spectral method solutions, as presented in "Visual segmentation quality evaluation". 4. Shi's code includes a variant that uses similarity weights derived with intervening contour (Leung and Malik 1998; Malik et al. 2001) . The visual quality resulting from segmentation with the intervening contour code is much better than the other spectral segmentations. Yet, the combinatorial algorithm with standard similarity (exponential similarity) weights delivers better visual results than Shi's code with intervening contour ("Visual segmentation quality evaluation"). The combinatorial algorithm does not work well with intervening contour similarity weights since these weights tend to be of uniform value. A detailed discussion of this phenomenon is provided in "Comparing instances with intervening contour similarity weights: comparing SHI-NC-IC with COMB-NC-IC and SHI-qNC-IC with COMB-qNC-IC". 5. Our study compares the visual quality of segmentations resulting from the q-normalized cut criterion with those resulting from the normalized cut criterion in "Visual segmentation quality evaluation". (We use entropy for pixel weights in the q-normalized cut instances.) The results show that q-normalized cut often provides better visual segmentation than normalized cut . Therefore, for applications such as medical imaging, where each pixel is associated with multiple features, these features can be used to generate characteristic node weights, and q-normalized cut would be a better criterion than normalized cut . 6. Over the benchmark images of size 160 × 160, the combinatorial algorithm runs faster than the spectral method by an average speedup factor, for the normalized cut objective, of 84. Furthermore, the combinatorial algorithm scales much better than the spectral method: the speedup ratio provided by the combinatorial algorithm compared to the spectral method grows substantially with the size of the image, increasing from a factor of 84 for images of size 160 × 160 to a factor of 5,628 for images of size 660 × 660. The details are discussed in "Running time comparison between the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm". 7. For normalized cut we get a collection of nested bipartitions as a bi-product of the combinatorial algorithm (Hochbaum 2010 (Hochbaum , 2012 . The best visual bipartition and the best normalized cut objective value bipartition are chosen among these nested bipartitions. Our study results show that in most cases the best visual bipartition does not coincide with the bipartition that gives the best objective value of the normalized cut (or q-normalized cut) problem. (The details are discussed in "Visual segmentation quality evaluation") Therefore, normalized cut, in spite of its popularity, is not a good segmentation criterion. Normalized cut improves on normalized cut not only in complexity (from NP-hard to polynomial time solvable problem) but also in segmentation quality delivered. The paper is organized as follows: "Notations and problem definitions" presents the notations employed. The detailed settings of the experiment are discussed in "Experimental setting". In "Assessing quality of seed selection methods of COMB", we first evaluate the effect of different selection of seeds-an important component of the combinatorial algorithm-in approximating the optimal objective values of the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems. Then in "Running time comparison between the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm", we evaluate and compare the running times of the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm. In "Quantitative evaluation for objective function values", we present the quantitative evaluation of the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm, in terms of the quality of approximation to the optimal objective values of the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems. "Visual segmentation quality evaluation" provides a comparison of the visual results for the spectral method versus the combinatorial algorithm followed by concluding remarks in "Conclusions".
Notations and problem definitions
In image segmentation an image is formalized as an undirected weighted graph G = (V, E). Each pixel in the image is represented as a node in the graph. A pair of pixels is said to be neighbors if they are adjacent to each other. The common neighborhoods used in image segmentation are the 4-neighbor and 8-neighbor relations. In the 4-neighbor relation, a pixel is a neighbor of the two vertically adjacent pixels and two horizontally adjacent pixels. The 8-neighbor relation adds also the four diagonally adjacent pixels. Every pair of neighbors i, j ∈ V is associated with an edge [i, j] ∈ E. Each edge [i, j] ∈ E has a weight w i j ≥ 0 representing the similarity between pixel node i and j. We adopt the common notation that n = |V | and m = |E|.
For two subsets
The cut capacity is C(S,S). Each node has a weight d(i) = [i, j] ∈E w i j which is the sum of the weights of its incident edges. For a set of nodes S, d(S) = i∈S d (i) . A node may have also an arbitrary nonnegative weight associated with it, q(i). For a set of nodes S ⊆ V , q(S) = i∈S q(i).
Let D be a diagonal n × n matrix with
Let W be the weighted node-node adjacency matrix of the graph, where
The mathematical formulations of the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems are:
Normalized cut (Shi and Malik 2000) :
q-Normalized cut (Hochbaum 2012) :
A relaxation of these problems, introduced by Hochbaum (2010 Hochbaum ( , 2012 , omits the second term in the objective value. We call these relaxations normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems, respectively:
Normalized cut (Hochbaum 2010) :
q-Normalized cut (Hochbaum 2010 (Hochbaum , 2012 :
It is shown in Hochbaum (2010 Hochbaum ( , 2012 that
defined in Sharon et al. (2006) is equivalent to (3) in that both have the same optimal solution. Problem (5) is a criterion characterizing a good image bipartition by two goals. One requires the salient region segmented to be dissimilar from the rest of the image, or formally to have a small value for C(S,S). The second goal is to have the pixels in the segmented region as similar to each other as possible. This second goal is to have a large value for C(S, S).
The normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems are NP-hard (Shi and Malik 2000; Hochbaum 2012 ). The combinatorial algorithm presented in Hochbaum (2010) solves the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems approximately by solving their relaxations, normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems, respectively. Both the normalized cut and the q-normalized cut problems are polynomial time solvable by the combinatorial algorithm.
A bound on the relation between the spectral method solution and NC G The bounds on the Fiedler eigenvalue were developed for a problem closely associated with normalized cut. This problem, devised by Cheeger (1970) and called the Cheeger constant problem (e.g., Chung 1997), is a "half-version" of normalized cut. If the balance constraint d(S) ≤ d(V )/2 is added, the formulation of the Cheeger constant problem is
where h G is called the Cheeger constant of the graph G. Like the normalized cut problem, the Cheeger constant problem is also NP-hard (e.g., Chung 1997). For any (undirected) graph G, the Cheeger inequality states that its Cheeger constant h G is bounded by the second smallest eigenvalue of the (normalized) Laplacian of G, the Fiedler eigenvalue λ 1 : (Cheeger 1970; Chung 1997) . In addition, the solution resulting from applying the spectral sweep technique to the Fiedler eigenvector evaluated by the objective of the Cheeger constant problem is of value at most 2 √ h G (Chung 2007) . On the other hand, it is easily shown that h G and NC G satisfy: , Hochbaum 2012) . These (approximation) bounds for the Cheeger constant (with respect to λ 1 and the sweep solution) can be easily transformed to corresponding bounds for the normalized cut objective. Therefore, the spectral method approximately solves the normalized cut (and the Cheeger constant and q-normalized cut) problem by finding the Fiedler eigenvector (Cheeger 1970; Donath and Hoffman 1973; Fiedler 1975; Alon and Milman 1985; Alon 1986; Shi and Malik 2000; Hochbaum 2012 ).
Experimental setting

Edge and node weights
Similarity edge weights
The benchmark images used here consist of grayscale images. A color intensity value is associated with every pixel, represented as an integer in [0, 255] in MATLAB. This is normalized and mapped to [0, 1] . The similarity weight between a pair of pixel nodes is a function of the difference of their color intensities. For p i and p j the color intensities of two neighboring pixel nodes i and j, the exponential similarity weight is defined as
where α can be viewed as amplifying the dissimilarity between two pixels based on the color intensity difference. If α is too small, then the dissimilarity is not significant enough to reflect the color intensity difference. On the other hand, setting the value of α to be too large results in all pairs of pixels very dissimilar and therefore color intensity differences are not sufficiently informative. We tested several settings for α values and found α = 100 works well. In all experiments prepared here α is set to 100. Another similarity weight is intervening contour introduced in Leung and Malik (1998) and Malik et al. (2001) . Intervening contour uses the contour information in an image to characterize the (local) similarity between two pixels that are not necessarily neighboring. If two pixels are on the two different sides of a boundary, their similarity should be small as they are more likely to belong to different segments. In the experiment, we use the intervening contour similarity weight generated by Shi's code. Since Shi's code with intervening contour is considered to generate good segmentation, we compare it to the combinatorial algorithm.
Node weights
For q-normalized cut, the entropy of a pixel is used as its weight. The entropy of an image is a measure of randomness in the image that can be used to characterize the texture of an image. In MATLAB, by default the local entropy value of a pixel is the entropy value of the 9-by-9 neighborhood around the pixel. In our experiment, the entropy of a pixel is computed directly via the MATLAB built-in function entropyfilt. various segmentation difficulties and have been resized to be 160 × 160 for testing since it is the default size in Shi's code.
Implementation of the combinatorial algorithm
Seed selection
The combinatorial algorithm requires to designate a node as a seed in one set and a node as a seed in the other set to guarantee that both sets are nonempty (Hochbaum 2010) . On the other hand, the delineation of foreground versus background depends on the interpretation of what is the main feature. This is not self evident and the purpose of the seeds is to have one seed indicating a pixel in the foreground and the other seed indicating a pixel in the background. Theoretically, in order to obtain the optimal solutions to the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems, all possible pairs of seed nodes should be considered.
This increases the complexity of the combinatorial algorithm by a factor of O(n).
To avoid this added complexity we devise a test for automatically choosing the seed nodes.
Two automatic seed selection rules are introduced here. The first rule is to select the pixel with the maximum entropy as a seed node in one set. The second rule is to select the pixel with the maximum group luminance value as a seed node in one set. The group luminance value is defined for pixels not on the boundary. For every pixel i, the group luminance value of pixel i is the average of color intensities of the nine neighboring pixels in the 3 × 3 region centering at i. Intuitively, if a pixel has a greater group luminance value, that pixel and its surrounding pixels are more likely to be in the same segment. The other seed node is any arbitrarily selected node in the complement region to the one occupied by the first seed node. We compare the two automatic seed selection methods with a manual selection of both seed nodes (Table 1) .
For each pair of seed nodes, the combinatorial algorithm is run twice where in the second run the two seed nodes are exchanged between the two sets. Therefore, for each image the combinatorial algorithm is executed six times, for the three different seed selection rules.
Nested cuts
Each run of the combinatorial algorithm for a pair of seed nodes, to either the normalized cut or the q-normalized cut problem, produces a series of nested cuts. This is because the combinatorial algorithm uses a parametric minimum cut solver as a subroutine (Hochbaum 2010 (Hochbaum , 2012 . The parametric minimum cut problem can be solved efficiently. Theoretically, it is shown in Gallo et al. (1989) and Hochbaum (2008) that the running time to solve the parametric minimum cut problem is only a small constant factor of the time to solve a single instance of the minimum cut problem. We implement Hochbaum's pseudoflow algorithm in Hochbaum (2008) as the parametric minimum cut solver. The implementation is described in Chandran and Hochbaum (2009) and the code is available online at Chandran and Hochbaum (2012) .
The number of the nested cuts is typically 5-15. The combinatorial algorithm stores the visual segmentations by all the nested cuts, which enables to choose the one that is deemed (subjectively) best visually. The combinatorial algorithm also automatically selects the bipartition which gives the smallest objective values of the normalized cut or q-normalized cut problem among the nested cuts.
Implementation of the spectral method
The eigenvector solver subroutine of Shi's code, named eigs2, is based on the MAT-LAB built-in eigenvector solver eigs with some modifications. Shi's code applies the following two operations to the Laplacian matrix L = D − W:
1. Sparsifying operation: It rounds to 0 small values of w i j where the "small" is determined by some threshold value. The default threshold value in Shi's code is 10 −6 . 2. Offset operation: It adds a constant (1 by default) to
It also adds a value to each diagonal entry of the W matrix. This value for entry W ii is 0.5 plus a quantity that estimates the round-off error for row i,
In our experiment, we exclude the above two operations in Shi's code to compare it with the combinatorial algorithm, which contains no any sparsifying or offset operations.
The spectral sweep technique uses the Fiedler eigenvector from Shi's code (without the two operations) and then chooses the best bipartition threshold as described in "Introduction".
Algorithm, optimization criterion, and similarity classifications and nomenclatures Each experimental set is characterized by the choice of algorithm, the choice of optimization objective, and the choice of similarity weight definition. For the algorithm, we choose among the combinatorial algorithm, COMB, Shi's code, SHI and the spectral sweep technique, SWEEP. For the optimization objective, we choose among normalized cut, NC, and q-normalized cut, qNC. For the similarity weight definition, we choose among the exponential similarity weights, EXP, and the intervening contour similarity weights, IC. The format of Algorithm-Criterion-Similarity is used to represent an experimental set.
For each choice of optimization objective and similarity weight definition, the combinatorial algorithm outputs a series of nested cuts for a pair of seeds (see "Nested cuts"), among which the cut that gives the smallest objective value of NC or q-NC is selected. The pairs of seeds are selected according to the automatic seed selection criterion, including both the maximum entropy criterion and the maximum group luminance criterion, described in "Seed selection". The numerically best cut is selected among the four series of corresponding nested cuts. The segmentation of the selected cut is considered as the output of the combinatorial algorithm and the objective value of NC or q-NC of the selected cut is considered as the objective value output by the combinatorial algorithm.
We test the following experimental sets:
Assessing quality of seed selection methods of COMB
In this section, we evaluate the three seed selection methods introduced in "Seed selection" for the combinatorial algorithm in terms of approximating the objective values of NC and q-NC. We evaluate the objective values of NC and q-NC for each of the solutions provided by the three seed selection methods and count the number of images on which each seed selection method gives the smallest objective values of NC and q-NC. Table 2 gives the percentage of the number of images, out of the 20 images, in which each method gets the best values for NC and q-NC, respectively. The exponential similarity weight is used in both cases. The results given in Table 2 show that method 2 (max entropy) is best for NC and q-NC. This indicates that the maximum entropy is a good seed selection method for image segmentation.
Since method 3 (max group luminance) is automatic, and also works well, we derive an automatic seed selection method which combines methods 2 and 3. This is done by running the combinatorial algorithm for the pairs of seeds generated by methods 2 and 3, and the output is the one corresponds to the best of these four values. The automatic seed selection method is best 66.67 % of the time for NC and 73.92 % of the time for q-NC. This improves a great deal on method 1, where the two seeds are selected manually.
As a result of the comparison, in the following comparisons the cut that gives the smallest objective values of NC or q-NC of COMB is selected from the four series of nested cuts corresponding to the four pairs of seeds selected according to the automatic seed selection method defined above.
Running time comparison between the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm
In order to provide a fair comparison of the running times of the two algorithms, we disregard the input and output processing parts of each algorithm. We run both algorithms on a 2010 Apple MacBook Pro Laptop (2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 4GB of 1067 MHz DDR3). The running times of the two algorithms over all the 20 benchmark images with size 160 × 160 are reported in Table 3 . The exponential similarity weights are used and both NC and q-NC objectives are applied. Table 3 shows that the combinatorial algorithm runs much faster than the spectral method for the NC objective by an average speedup factor of 84. For the q-NC objective, in most cases the combinatorial algorithm is still faster. The same comparison results also apply to the case of intervening contour similarity weights. It is not clear why the spectral method runs so much faster for q-NC than NC. We note, however, that the results delivered by the spectral method for q-NC are dramatically inferior to those provided by the combinatorial algorithm, both in terms of approximating the optimal objective value of q-NC (Figs. 2, 4) , and in terms of visual quality ("Visual segmentation quality evaluation").
We further evaluate the scalability of the two algorithms by creating input sequences of images each based on one image at increasing resolutions: we employ six different image sizes: 160 × 160, 260 × 260, 360 × 360, 460 × 460, 560 × 560 and 660 × 660. For every image size we run the two algorithms on 5 of the 20 benchmark images (Images 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20) and average the running times over the five images. The running times of the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm with these different image sizes are plotted in Fig. 1 . Figure 1 shows that as the input size increases, the running time of the spectral method grows significantly faster than that of the combinatorial algorithm, with an average speedup factor increasing from 84 for images of size 160 × 160 to 5,628 for images of size 660 × 660. The running time of the combinatorial algorithm appears insensitive to changes in the input size. Interestingly, we observe that the running time 
Fig. 1 Running times of SHI/SWEEP-NC-EXP and COMB-NC-EXP for images with increasing resolutions
of the combinatorial algorithm does not increase with the size of the image. This is because for these images in higher resolutions, the number of breakpoints is smaller and therefore there are fewer updates required between consecutive breakpoints Hochbaum (2012).
Quantitative evaluation for objective function values
In this section, we compare the performance of the spectral method and the combinatorial algorithm in terms of how well they approximate the optimal objective values of the normalized cut and q-normalized cut problems. In "Comparing approximation quality of SHI and COMB", we compare SHI with COMB and in "Comparing approximation quality of SWEEP and COMB", we compare SWEEP with COMB. Both exponential similarity weights and intervening contour weights are used in the comparisons. In order to compare the performance of the spectral method, either SHI or SWEEP, with COMB in approximating the optimal objective value of NC or q-NC, we compute a ratio of the objective value of NC or q-NC generated by the spectral method to the corresponding objective value generated by COMB. If the ratio is greater than 1, it indicates that COMB performs better than the spectral method, while the ratio smaller than 1 is indicative of the spectral method having better performance. If the ratio is smaller than 1, its reciprocal characterizes the improvement of the spectral method on COMB in approximating the optimal objective value of NC or q-NC. Tables 4 and 5 show the ratios over the 20 benchmark images using exponential similarity weights. Tables 4 and 5 present the ratios with respect to NC and q-NC, respectively, for SHI versus COMB.
Comparing approximation quality of SHI and COMB
Comparing instances with exponential similarity weights: comparing SHI-NC-EXP with COMB-NC-EXP and SHI-qNC-EXP with COMB-qNC-EXP
As seen in Table 4 , for every case COMB yields smaller NC objective values than SHI, with the mean improvement factor exceeding 2.3 × 10 6 . For q-NC the results in Table 5 show that COMB not only yields smaller objective values than SHI, but these improvements are dramatically larger than those for NC, with a mean improvement factor exceeding 9.2 × 10 11 . We conclude that the relative performance of SHI is (Table 4 ) and the lighter bars represent ratios for q-NC (Table 5 ) noncompetitive for NC and worse still for q-NC. Figure 2 is a bar chart for the ratios in Tables 4 and 5 . (Note that the bar chart ratios are given in log scale, and same for the rest bar charts.) Table 6 displays the mean and median values of the ratios in Tables  4 and 5 . They demonstrate the extent of the improvement of COMB over SHI. 
Comparing instances with intervening contour similarity weights: comparing SHI-NC-IC with COMB-NC-IC and SHI-qNC-IC with COMB-qNC-IC
For the intervening contour similarity weights, we observe that the graph has nodes of (roughly) equal degrees. The edge weights are almost the same value close to 1. Hence, the cut separating a small set of nodes consists of fewer edges, and thus smaller capacity, than those cuts that separate sets of roughly equal sizes. Consequently, COMB favors unbalanced cuts with a small number of nodes on one side of the bipartition. This phenomenon is illustrated for Image 8 in Table 7 . The bipartition (S8,S8) obtained by COMB-NC-EXP in Table 7a has the background pixels all black and the foreground pixels unmodified. In this particular bipartition the background is the sky. Thus, the similarity weights of edges in the cut (S8,S8) should be small. We compute the capacity of cut (S8,S8), C(S8,S8), with respect to exponential weights and intervening contour weights.
For the exponential and intervening contour similarity weights, the maximum similarity value is 1. Note, however, that the average intervening contour edge weight in cut (S8,S8) is 0.67385345, which is quite close to 1. This is not the case for exponential similarity weights where the average exponential edge weight in cut (S8,S8) is 0.0000018360302. This demonstrates that intervening contour similarity weights are almost uniform and close to 1 throughout the graph.
We now select a single pixel v (highlighted with the square) in the background (sky), which implies that it is highly similar to its neighbors, and considers the cut ({v}, V \{v}). For exponential similarity weights the capacity of this cut, C({v}, V \{v}), is 3.9985 and therefore substantially higher than the capacity of the cut (S8,S8). For intervening contour similarity weights, however, the capacity of the cut ({v}, V \{v}) is 8, which is far smaller than the capacity of the cut (S8,S8) .
Therefore, intervening contour similarity weights do not work well and produce unbalanced cuts with algorithms that consider the cut capacity such as COMB. Tables 8 and 9 show the ratios over the 20 benchmark images using intervening contour similarity weights. Table 8 demonstrates the ratios with respect to NC objective values and Table 9 for q-NC objective values, for SHI versus COMB.
For the NC results shown in Table 8 , there are 5 images where COMB gives better approximations while for the rest 15 images SHI performs better. In most of the cases among the 15 images, COMB just favors an unbalanced cut.
For q-NC, as can be seen from the ratios displayed in Table 9 , COMB performs much better than SHI. There are 15 images where COMB gives better approximations to q-NC than SHI. Furthermore, for q-NC, the improvements of COMB on SHI are very significant. Table 10 shows the average improvements of COMB on SHI with respect to NC and q-NC with intervening contour similarity weights. They are the mean and median values of the ratios that are greater than 1 in Table 8, for NC, and Table 9 , for q-NC, respectively. We also display the average improvements of SHI on COMB for NC and q-NC with intervening contour similarity weights in Table 11 . For all the ratios in Tables 8 and 9 that are smaller to 1, the corresponding reciprocals characterize the improvements of SHI. We take the mean and median values of these reciprocals from Table 8, for NC, and Table 9 , for q-NC, respectively, to produce Table 11 . We display the ratios of Tables 8 and 9 in bar chart Fig. 3 . The bars extending to the right (the ratios are greater than 1) indicate the improvements of COMB on SHI while the bars extending to the left (the ratios are smaller than 1) indicate the improvements of SHI on COMB. Tables 8 and 9 . The darker bars represent ratios for NC (Table 8 ) and the lighter bars represent ratios for q-NC (Table 9) Comparing approximation quality of SWEEP and COMB
In general, SWEEP should perform better than just taking the eigenvector with some predetermined procedure for bipartition. Let NC SWEEP be the normalized cut objective value generated by SWEEP. By the analysis in "A bound on the relation between the spectral method solution and NC G ", it can be shown that NC SWEEP ≤ 4 √ NC G . Therefore, one may expect that SWEEP will improve on SHI in approximating the optimal objective value of NC. We illustrate the potential improvement of SWEEP over SHI for Image 6, where the gap between the approximation of COMB-NC-EXP and the approximation of SHI-NC-EXP is largest among the 20 images, as shown in Table 4 . From the original data, the approximate objective value of NC achieved by COMB is NC COMB = 3.8129621 × 10 −11 . Therefore, the optimal NC objective of Image 6, NC G , is less than or equal to the value of NC COMB . If we use NC COMB as 
However, our original data show that the objective value of NC achieved by SHI for Image 6 is 1.7250761 × 10 −3 . Since NC SWEEP can only be smaller than the upper bound 2.4699675 × 10 −5 , the objective value of NC achieved by SWEEP improves by at least a factor of 70 on the objective value generated by SHI. Indeed, the experimental results match the theoretical prediction that SWEEP does better than SHI for NC. But still, COMB is better than SWEEP with exponential similarity weights. In addition to the improvement of SWEEP over SHI or fixed threshold bipartition of the Fiedler eigenvector, SWEEP can improve on COMB for intervening contour similarity weights. As discussed in "Comparing instances with intervening contour similarity weights: comparing SHI-NC-IC with COMB-NC-IC and SHI-qNC-IC with COMB-qNC-IC", COMB tends to provide unbalanced bipartitions for intervening contour similarity weight matrices. For SWEEP this is not an issue, because each threshold bipartition is considered, and the best threshold will obviously correspond to a balanced bipartition. Therefore, we expect SWEEP to do better than COMB for intervening contour similarity weights.
In the following, we display the comparisons of approximation quality of SWEEP-NC-EXP with COMB-NC-EXP and SWEEP-qNC-EXP with COMB-qNC-EXP. Tables 12 and 13 show the ratios over the 20 benchmark images using exponential similarity weights for SWEEP versus COMB. Tables 12 and 13 present the ratios with respect to NC and q-NC, respectively.
For the NC results shown in Table 12 , there are 11 out of the 20 benchmark images where COMB gives a better approximation than SWEEP and the improvements of COMB over SWEEP are smaller than those over SHI. For the q-NC results displayed in Table 13 , COMB dominates SWEEP and gives better approximations in every case. The results establish that while SWEEP delivers better results than SHI, COMB is still dominant, and gives better results in most cases. We display the mean and median values of the improvements of each method to the other in Tables 14 and 15,  respectively. Table 14 is for the average improvement of COMB on SWEEP, while Notice that for q-NC, there is no improvement of SWEEP-qNC-EXP on COMB-qNC-EXP Table 15 is for the average improvement of SWEEP on COMB. The mean and median values are obtained from the ratios in Tables 12 and 13 for NC and q-NC, respectively, using the same method introduced in "Comparing instances with intervening contour similarity weights: comparing SHI-NC-IC with COMB-NC-IC and SHI-qNC-IC with COMB-qNC-IC". The ratios in Tables 12 and 13 are displayed as a bar chart in Fig. 4 .
Visual segmentation quality evaluation
In this section, we first evaluate the visual segmentation quality among the three methods: COMB, SHI and SWEEP. Then we compare the criteria NC and q-NC to NC and q-NC, respectively, to see which is a better criterion to give good visual segmentation results. Since visual quality is subjective, we provide a subjective assessment, which may not agree with the readers' judgement. In some of the comparisons made in this section, we select for COMB the cut which gives the visually best segmentation among the four series of nested cuts corresponding to the four pairs of seeds selected according to the automatic seed selection criterion, as the output of COMB. This visually best cut is often not the numerically best cut that gives the smallest value for NC or q-NC objectives. When the visually best cut is chosen as the output of COMB, we use (Table 12 ) and the lighter bars represent ratios for q-NC (Table 13) the experimental set notation COMB(NC )-Similarity or COMB(qNC )-Similarity. Here, the (NC ) or (qNC ) is used to denote which optimization objective that COMB actually solves, and the -Similarity choice can be either exponential or intervening contour similarity weights. Notice that COMB(NC )-Similarity represents a different experimental set from COMB-NC-Similarity introduced in "Algorithm, optimization criterion, and similarity classifications and nomenclatures", since the former experimental set uses the visually best cut while the latter experimental set uses the numerically best cut. So are COMB(qNC )-Similarity and COMB-qNCSimilarity.
For SHI and SWEEP, since each of them outputs a unique cut as the solution, there is no distinction between the numerically and visually best cuts. We still use the experimental set notations defined in "Algorithm, optimization criterion, and similarity classifications and nomenclatures" for experimental sets of SHI and SWEEP.
SHI uses a discretization method to generate a bipartition from the Fiedler eigenvector (Yu and Shi 2003) which is considered to give good visual segmentations. Hence, when comparing SHI with COMB, we use the visually best cut as the output of COMB. We conduct the following four comparisons between SHI and COMB:
SHI-NC-EXP and COMB(NC )-EXP SHI-qNC-EXP and COMB(qNC )-EXP SHI-NC-IC and COMB(NC )-IC SHI-qNC-IC and COMB(qNC )-IC. When comparing SWEEP with COMB, we use the numerically best cut as the output of COMB. This is because SWEEP outputs the cut that gives the smallest objective value of NC or q-NC among all potential threshold values. Hence, we conduct the following two comparisons between SWEEP and COMB:
SWEEP-NC-EXP and COMB-NC-EXP SWEEP-qNC-EXP and COMB-qNC-EXP.
We assess the visual quality of segmentations generated by COMB to compare the performance of different optimization criteria in producing visually good segmentation results. We compare the visual segmentation quality of COMB(NC )-EXP with COMB(qNC )-EXP to determine which criterion, NC or q-NC , works better visually. We then compare NC with NC and q-NC with q-NC by comparing the visual segmentation quality of the following two pairs of experimental sets: COMB-NC-EXP and COMB(NC )-EXP COMB-qNC-EXP and COMB(qNC )-EXP.
For each of the above comparisons of two experimental sets, namely experimental set 1 and experimental set 2, we classify each of the 20 benchmark images into the following three categories:
1. Experimental set 1 gives a better visual segmentation result than experimental set 2. This is denoted as 1 v 2, where the subscript "v" stands for "visual" and same for the rest. 2. Experimental set 2 gives a better visual segmentation result than experimental set 1. This is denoted as 2 v 1. 3. Both experimental set 1 and experimental set 2 give segmentations of similar visual quality. It includes both cases where the segmentations generated by the two experimental sets are either both good or both bad. This is denoted as 1 v 2.
For each of the above visual comparisons, we count how many benchmark images belong to each category. The results are summarized in Table 16 . Based on the data in the first six rows of Table 16 , we find that with exponential similarity weights, in general, the visual quality of segmentations generated by COMB is superior to both SHI and SWEEP. If the q-NC (or q-NC ) optimization objective is applied, the visual superiority of COMB over SHI and SWEEP is dominant. Based on the data in the seventh row of Table 16 , we find that q-NC works better visually than NC . According to the data in the last two rows of Table 16 , we find that the criteria NC or q-NC are not good segmentation criteria. Since the visually best segmentations are obtained through solving NC or q-NC , they should be preferred segmentation criteria, for good visual segmentation quality and their tractability.
We find from Table 16 that, in general, SHI-NC-IC delivers best visual segmentations among all the experimental sets using method SHI or SWEEP. That is, SHI works better with intervening contour similarity weights. We also find that COMB(NC )-EXP provides better visual results than COMB(NC )-IC, meaning that COMB works better with exponential similarity weights.
We provide here the images and their segmentations for the two leading methods, SHI-NC-IC and COMB(NC )-EXP. The segmentation is displayed by setting all the pixels in the background part to be black. For each of the 20 benchmark images shown, we give the segmentations generated by SHI-NC-IC and COMB(NC )-EXP in Fig. 5 . Notice that for Images 1, 2, 10, 12, 19 and 20, the segmentations generated by SHI-NC-IC are almost entirely black. This is because the segmentations of these images by SHI-NC-IC have almost all pixels in the background parts.
Our judgment is that for 
Conclusions
We report here on detailed experiments conducted on algorithms for the normalized cut and its generalization as quantity normalized cut applied to image segmentation problems. We find that, in general, the combinatorial flow algorithm of Hochbaum (2010 Hochbaum ( , 2012 outperforms the spectral method both numerically and visually. In most cases, the combinatorial algorithm yields tighter objective function values of the two criteria we test. Furthermore, we find that the combinatorial algorithm almost always produces a visual segmentation which is at least as good as that of the spectral method, and often better.
Another important finding in our experiments is that, in contrary to prevalent belief, the normalized cut criterion is not a good model for image segmentation, since it does not provide good quality solutions, in terms of visual quality. Moreover, the normalized cut problem is NP-hard. We conclude that instead of modeling the image segmentation problem as the normalized cut problem, it is more effective to model and solve the problem as the polynomial time solvable normalized cut problem.
For future research, we plan on investigating other methods of solving image segmentation and other clustering problems, such as the k-means clustering method discussed in Dhillon et al. (2004 Dhillon et al. ( , 2007 .
